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Abstract- Retrieval by contents of images from pictorial
databases can be effectively performed through visual icon-based
systems. In these systems, the representation of pictures with 2D
strings, which are derived from symbolic projections, provides an
efficient and natural way to construct iconic indexes for pictures
and is also an ideai representation for the visual query. With this
approach, retrieval is reduced to matching two symbolic strings.
However, using 2D-string representations, spatial relationships
between the objects represented in the image might not be
exactly specified. Ambiguities ari se for the retrieval of images
of 3D scenes. In order to allow the unambiguous description of
object spatial relationships, in this paper, following the symbolic
projections approach, images are referred to by considering
spatial relationships in the 3D imaged scene. A representation
language is introduced that expresses positional and directional
relationships between objects in three dimensions, stili preserving
object spatial extensions after projections. Iconic retrieval from
pictorial databases with 3D interfaces is discussed and motivated.
A system for querying by example with 3D icons, which supports
this language, is al so presented. The system fully allows the user
to experience the sensation of directly interacting with reality
with no intermediate mental processing.
Index Terms- Iconic retrieval, image databases, image representation languages, query by example, symbolic projections, 3D
visual interfaces, visual languages.
I. INTRODUCTION

ETRIEVAL of images from pictorial databases is typically performed on the basis of image contents, namely
object types and attributes, and spatial relationships between
objects. Different approaches have been proposed in the literature for supporting this kind of retrieval. These include
query by pictorial example (QPE) [1], [2], where the user
formulates a query by example using a schema of pictorial
data in graphic and tabular form; query by visual example
(QVE) [6], where similarity retrieval is supported by allowing
the user to draw a rough sketch of image contents to be
used as a visual key; relational nonprocedural SQL-like query
languages [3], [4]; retrieval based on semantic significance
[5]; and visual icon-based systems [7]. In visual icon-based
systems, the user can specify target image contents by placing
icons in the appropriate positions of the graphic display. With
this approach, the expression of the query isgreat1y simplified,
as the user is enabled to graphically reproduce image contents
and experience their direct manipulation.
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Images in the database may be arranged in a variety of
representations so as to allow efficient retrieval of pictorial
information. Oifferent image representations proposed in the
literature include pixel-oriented data structures [8], quadtrees
[9] and R-trees [3], pyramidal models [5], and representations
based on symbolic projections [10]. In particular, symbolic
projections are an efficicnt and compact way to construct
iconic indexes and are also an ideaI way to represent visual
iconic queries. Objects in the images are projected on the
two image coordinate axes, and a 2D symbolic string is
derived as the output of a spatial analyzer which preserves
the spatial knowledge embedded in the image. 20-strings
encode precedence relationships between object projections
and can be used as an index for the image [7], [10], [11]. In
the formulation of the iconic query, icons representing object
types may al so be projected on the two axes. Therefore, the
visual query is al so expressed as a 20 stringo The 20 string
associated with the iconic reconstruction is matched with the
20 strings associated with images, and the query is reduced
to string-substring matching [7].
This approach recent1y received much attention and was
developed by several authors. An extended set of operators that represent more precise relationships between object
projections with respect to [7] was introduced in [12]. A
representation for multiresolution symbolic pictures referred to
as 2D-Hstring was presented in [13]; a generalized 2D-string
representation that subsumes other c1asses of spatial operators,
inc1uding 20-Hstrings, and supports spatial reasoning effectively was expounded in [14]. Uncertainty management was
introduced in [15], using fuzzy-set techniques. An extension of
20 strings to deal with image sequences was addressed in [16].
Two-dimensional visual iconic queries and 20-string based
representations are effective for the retrieval of images representing 20 objects or very thin 30 objects, but they might not
allow an exact definition of spatial relationships for images
representing scenes with 30 objects. In fact, in this case, two
sources of difficulty exist that might result in an incorrect
representation of the spatial relationships between objects. The
first difficulty is related to the impossibility of reproducing
the scene depth using 20 icons. 2D icon overlapping can
be used only to a limited extent since it impacts on the
intelligibility of the query. The second difficulty derives from
the fact that, as demonstrated by research in experimental and
cognitive psychology [17], the mental processes of human
beings simulate physical world processes. Computer-generated
line drawings representing 30 objects are regarded by human
beings as 30 structures and not as image features, and they
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imagine spatial transformations, such as rotations or shifting,
directly in the 3D space.
The relevance of considering the extension of the 2D-string
representation to three dimensions was perceived in [7] in
order to allow more powerful image retrieval and spatial
reasoning. Developments of this idea were recently carried
out by a few other authors. In [18], the extension of the 2Dstring to the representation of 3D scenes was theoretically
addressed. In that paper, orthogonal projections on planes of
a three-dimensional scene in two or three directions were
considered, and three distinct representations were derived.
A comparison of such representations was carri ed out with
reference to compactness and ambiguity.
A framework for image retrieval by contents was presented
in [19], where images were associated with a tertiary represcntation of the three-dimensional imaged scenes according to
symbolic projections. Intuitively, such association was motivated by the fact that, when considering images of 3D scenes,
typically human beings perceive the scene depth and keep in
mind a 3D view. A visual query system was presented, in
which the user manipulates 3D icons and expresses the query
by example. However, in that paper, objects were assumed to
coincide with their centroids, so that their extensions in the 3D
space were not taken into account. Viewing objects as points
has several limiting consequences. Since object extensions
are not considered, only rough spatial relationships can be
expressed with consequent loss of precision in the description
of images; for each pair of objects, the representation language
only provides precedence and coincidence operators. This
also presents problems in the in te ractio n with the system.
Since spatial relationships are evaluated with respect to object
centroids (that are not actually visible), relationships used in
the system are not the same as those considered by the user
when expressing the query visually. The relationships in the
system being rougher, nonrequested images may also be given,
and the user partially loses the sensation of using the same
paradigm of interaction as in reality.
In this paper, a new representation language is introduced,
which supports unambiguous description of positional and direetional object relationships in three dimensions, still preserving object spatial extensions after projections. The language
extends interval logie operators, which have been used to
express temporal relationships in concurrent systems as well as
in artifici al intelligence [22], to deal with the spatial domain.
Iconic retrieval from pictorial databases with 3D interfaces is
motivated, and a system for querying by example with 3D
icons, which supports this representation language, is also
presented. The system fully allows the user to experience
the sensation of directly interacting with reality with no
intermediate mental processing. Retrieval is performed by
placing 3D icons into a 3D virtual space to re produce the
originai real scene and by selecting the appropriate viewpoint
from which the image of interest is taken.
The system is designed according to the object-oriented paradigm [20] and is implemented in C++ on a PC/AT platform.
Il is interfaced with the Ontos Data Base Management System
[21], running on a separate system in the same LAN. The
virtual world visualization is obtained by using the Matrox

PG-SM-1281 board. To add realism to the user's interaction, a
direct manipulation interface (a manipulation glove) has been
used.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section Il, the subject
of iconic retrieval by contents from pictorial databases is
analyzed with reference to the relationships between images
and imaged scenes, and the boundary between the use of 2D,
2.50, and 3D icons is explored. In Section III, the language
for the representation of spatial relationships between objects
in three dimensions is introduced. In Section IV, several
problems raised by the use of three-dimensional scene-based
descriptions of images are discussed. In Section V, the framework for iconic retrieval by contents of images, supporting
the description language and using 3D icons, is presented. In
Section VI, implementation of the system is briefty explained.
Finally, conc1usions and future developments are expounded
in Section VII.
II. ICONIC RETRIEVAL FROM PICTORIAL DATABASES

In this section, the boundary between the use of 2D, 2.5D,
and 3D icons for visual querying by contents of pictorial
databases is analyzed. To this end, first the characteristics of
images and icons are briefty reviewed.

A. Jmages and Jeons
Image contents can be described in terms either of the image
subparts (image objeets) and their spatial relationships (as
derived through a segmentation task and a spatial analyzer)
or of the objects in the originai scene (scene objeets) and
their spatial relationships (as derived by a scene understanding
system). In the first case, 2D objects are involved, and 2D
spatial relationships are evaluated directly on the image pIane.
In the second, scenes associated with images involve objects
that differ greatly in their structural properties from one
application to the other. Specifically, scenes involve 2D objects
(2D seenes) if objects have prevalently a 2D structure (such
as land boundaries, roads, rivers, or very thin objects) or
if drawings, maps, or aerial pictures are considered. Scenes
involve 3D objects (3D seenes) if they are common real-world
scenes. Spatial relationships for the two cases are 2D and 3D,
respectively.
Icons for querying image databases are special images defined through a computer system by the user. They maintain a
symbolic relationship with objects in the real world. According
to the type of application, either a 2D or 3D structure can be
associated with each icon to build virtual scenes with 2D or
3D objects, respectively.

B. 2D or 3D Jeons
Following the previous discussion, a basic point in visual
iconic querying of pictorial databases is the understanding of
conditions under which the iconic query represents unambiguously image contents.
Provided that a language which supports unambiguous representation of object spatial relationships is given, as a generai
statement, we affirm that an unambiguous eorrespondenee is
established between the ieonie query and image eontents if
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Image querying through icons: the "dimensionality" of the icons must follow that of the objects in the scene represented in the image.

spatial relationships referred to are those between the objects
in the scene that is represented in the image, rather than those
between the objects in the image. Therefore, images should be
described in terms of the originai scene rather than of their
subparts, and combinations of icons must represent virtual
scenes rather than virtual images.
This leads to the statement that dimensionality of data
structures associated with icons must follow the dimensionality
ofthe objects in the scene represented in the image (see Fig. l).
A 2D structure must be associated with each icon to describe
a 2D scene. A 3D structure should be employed for each icon
to reproduce 3D scenes. To better understand this statement, it
will be necessary to consider in more detail the alternati ves for
the two cases of images of 2D or 3D scenes. In the following,
we will refer to 2D and 3D icons for the cases of icons with
2D and 3D structures, respectively.
Case a-Images of 2D Scenes: For the case of 2D scenes,
it should be noticed that there is no practical difference
in considering relationships in the image or in the scene:
relationships between image objects are exactly the same
as those between scene objects. Using 2D icons, an exact
correspondence exists between spatial positions of icons and
positions of objects in the image. A 2D iconic environment is
able to express the query unambiguously. The use of 3D icons
is not justified by the nature of the problem.
Case b-Images of 3D Scenes: In this case, a difference
exists as to whether relationships in the images or the scenes
are considered. Relationships between image objects are not
the same as those between scene objects, the former being
evaluated in the 2D image piane and the latter in the 3D scene
space.
Using 2D icons, a single virtual scene may correspond to
several arrangements of objects in a real-world scene and thus
to several distinct images. This can be observed by considering
the example in Fig. 2. In the image in Fig. 2(a), a simple 3D
scene of a room is represented with a table, a chair, a pot of
ftowers, and a light fixture. If 2D icons are used, the horizontal
direction in the virtual piane can be made to correspond to
the X-direction in the real scene. The vertical direction can
be made to correspond to either the Y- or Z-direction in the
real scene. They both cannot be represented at the same time.
Therefore, in the 2D iconic representation of Fig. 2(b), there
is an ambiguity about the interpretation of the position of the

ftower pot, whether it is on the table or behind the table, as
well as the position of the lamp.
These drawbacks could be overcome using icon overlapping
(2.5D icons) to reproduce the missing third dimension (see Fig.
2(c) as an example). Unfortunately, overlapping can be used
only for simple scenes. With more compie x scenes such as
that depicted in Fig. 3 (where a bridge and a highway with
several vehic1es are shown), the use of 2D icons may render
expressing meaningful spatial relationships impossible.
Using 3D icons, spatial relationships defined in the virtual
scene exactly correspond to spatial relationships between
objects in the real-world scene (see Fig. 2(d». Therefore, once
the viewpoint has been set, a single image representing the
scene from that viewpoint is identified, provided that images
in the database have associated their scene-based descriptions.
As pointed out previously, using 3D icons in piace of 2D icons
to formulate the query is al so in accordance with the typical
behavior of the user, who expresses the query on the basis
of the view of the scene he has in his mind, which is 3D.
Therefore, in this approach, the user is relieved of the burden
of performing a translation of his scene view into a 2D view,
such as that represented in the image.

III. SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION OF 3D SCENES

In the following, according to what was discussed in the previous section, we assume that image contents are represented
referring to the spatial relationships of objects in the imaged
scene. Images of three-dimensional scenes are associated with
a representation of their contents in three dimensions, and a
three-dimensional iconic environment is used for expressing
the query.
A generic scene S is thus defined as a set of objects O
in a three-dimensional Euc1idian space R 3 , where a mapping
function F from O to the power set of R 3 associates each
object o E O with the set of points that it occupies in R 3 . In
our approach, objects are represented through their minimum
enc10sing parallclepiped (mep) and their axial piane, defined
as the piane that contains the centro id and is orthogonal to the
minimum elongation axis of the mep.
A symbolic description of the scene is a set of formulas
expressing mutuai relationships between pairs of objects with
reference to a coordinate system E = {ej}, i = 1. 2, 3. Two
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Fig. 2.

(a) Sample image representing a simple real world scene with 30 objeets. (b) Iconie representation using 20 ieons. (c) Ieonie representation using 20
ieons with ieon overlapping (2.50 ieans). (d) Ieonie representation using 30 ieons.

types of formulas are considered, dealing with either positianal
or direetianal relationships between objects. Positional formulas take into account relationships between mep orthogonal
projections over one axis of the reference system (se e Fig.
4). Direetianal farmulas consider relationships between axial
planes of the objects.
Positional formulas 4Yi consider intervals originated by mep
projections on thei axis and are expressed as
4Yi ::= Pi !Pi

< Op > qi

where Pi and qj are the projections over the i axis of generic
objects p and q, and Op is a spatial operator that relates the
two intervals originated by the projections of p and q on the
same axis i. Due to the nature of the model assumed for
space, spatial operators have been derived extending operators
used for the specification of temporal relationships between
time intervals in interval logie [22], with an obvious shift of

interpretation [12]. Al113 possible relationships between a pair
of intervals are expressed, preserving object spatial extension
after projection.
Truth values of spatial formulas are determined according
to the semantic rules given below for the case of the x axis.
For the sake of notation, projections of p and q are referred
to as p ::=< X p l, X p 2 >, and q ::=< .T q l, X q 2 >, respectively,
:J:k being points of the x axis of the reference system with
:I: p l < .T p 2 and X q l < :J: q 2:
• ]i strietly-after q iff :J: q 2 < X p l;
• ]i after with right adjaeeney q iff
X q 2 = .T p l and X q 2 < .T p 2;
• ]i after q iff X q l < X p l < X q 2 and .T q 2 < X p 2;
• ]i iùncluded_by with left adjaeeney q iff
:J: q l < X p l < .T q 2 and 1: q 2 = .T p 2;
• p spatial eoincidenee q iff
:r q l = :J: p l and X q 2 = :I: p 2;
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• p Il q iff objects p and q are not collinear but their axial
planes are parallel;
• p Wq iff objects p and q are not parallel.
Since for each pair of objects, we can express only one
positional formula for each axis and one directional formula
for relationships between axial planes, respectively, the spatial
relationship between a pair of objects p and q may be more
synthetically expressed as

R

p

q

where

1: bridge
2: truck_l

4:

Fig. 3.

tank-truck

Sample image representing a complex real world scene with 3D
objects.

• p is_ included_by q iff
·7: q l < Xpl < X q 2 and Xql < .7: p 2 < .7: q 2;
• P iL included_by with right adjacency q iff
.Tql = Xpl and :rql < .7: p 2 < .T q 2;
and those for the dual operators:
• p strictly-before q;
• p before with left adjacency q;
• p before q;
• p includes q;
• p includes with right adjacency q;
• p includes with left adjacency q,
that may be easily derived from the previous definitions. The
visual sketch of the meaning of positional relationships and
the symbols used are given in Fig. 5.
Directional formulas '1/) consider collinearity and parallelism
relationships between axial planes of object meps. These
formulas are expressed as
'1/) ::=< plq >1< pllq >1< p Wq>

where I is the symbol of collinearity, Il the symbol of parallelism, and Wthe symbol expressing the absence of parallelism,
collinearity being a stronger relationship than parallelism.
Truth values of directional formulas 'l/J are determined by
the semantic rules given below:
• p I q iff objects p and q share a common axial piane;

with Opk any operator from the set of positional operators
evaluated along the k axis of the coordinate reference system,
and Od any operator taken from thc set of directional operators.
The scene depicted in Fig. 3 is thus described as in the
following, with reference to the Cartesian coordinate system
of the camera with the Z axis coinciding with the optical
axis (symmetric relationships are not reported for the sake of
simplicity):
l -2 :
1- 3:
l -4 :
l -5 :
1- 6:
1-7:

(o, lo, x, lf)
(o,>,»,lf)
(o, <l, o, ID
(o, o, «, lf)
(o.o,«,lf)
(o,o.«,W)

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

(<<. «. «.lf)
(<<, «, «.lf)
(<<, «, «.11)
(«,«,<<.lf)

4-5:(0,»,«,lf)
4-6:(0,»,«,W)
4 - 7: («,»,<<, lf)

5 - 6: (>, >,», W)

6 - 7: («,«,<<, lf)

-

4 :
5 :
6 :
7:

-

3:
4 :
5:
6:
7:

(0,>,»,11)
(<<, «,o, lf)
(«,<,<<,lf)
(«,0,<<,11)
(«,«,<<, lf)

5-7:(<<.~.x,ll)

Three-dimensional virtual scenes can also be represented
with the same language, considering projections of icons on
the axes of a reference system.
IV. ISSUES WITH 3D SCENE-BASED DESCRIPTIONS
Introduction of representations of 3D scenes with extended
objects for image retrieval raises new problems to be solved
with respect to the 2D domain. These include the selection
of the reference coordinate system, the automatic derivation
of 3D descriptions of the images and the expression of
relationships with complex 3D objects.

A. Selection of the Reference Coordinate System
With the symbolic projections approach, it is required
that scene descriptions are made with respect to a reference
coordinate system. Two distinct approaches may be followed
using object-centered and observer-centered scene descriptions, respectively.
Object-centered scene descriptions are independent of the
observer's viewpoint. Each object is provided with its individuai reference coordinate system, and the overall description
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Orthogonal projections of a three-dimensional scene.
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bejore
bejore with left adjacency
strictly-bejore

Mutuai spatial relationships and operators between two intervals.

of the scene is given by a set of descriptions, each capturing
how one object sees the other objects with respect to its own
reference coordinate system. Some criteri a are required to
establish the orientation of the private coordinate system of
the object with respect to the object structure. With objectcentered descriptions, images of one scene taken trom different
viewpoints aH have the same scene description associated.
Observer-centered scene descriptions are based on the position of the observer's viewpoint. Positional relationships are
referred to the Cartesian coordinate system of the observing
camera with the Z axis coinciding with the optical axis. With
observer-centered descriptions, images of one scene taken
from different viewpoints have distinct scene descriptions
associated.
GeneraHy speaking, the selection of the appropriate description to be associated with the scene depends on the objectives
of the retrieval task. In the presence of no prior knowledge or interest about the observer's viewpoint, an objectcentered description can be assumed. Otherwise, observercentered descriptions are preferred. In the system presented in
the following, observer-centered descriptions are used both for
the originaI imaged scene and the virtual scene reconstructed
by the user in the visual query. The description of the query
coincides with that of the target image only if the viewpoint

that is set in the visual query is the same as that from which
the image was taken.
B. Automatic Determination of Scene Descriptions

Automatic determination of scene descriptions to be associated with images is not as straightforward as the association of
2D image descriptions with images, since model-based object
recognition and image understanding processes [23]-[26] must
be applied to the originaI image to emulate human capabilities
to recover the 3D scene structure from 2D images and its
description based on the observer's point of view. TypicaHy
multiple views of the same scene are needed to obtain a
complete scene description. In the system expounded in the
following, scene descriptions have been directly defined by
the user through an interactive facility of the system.
C. Relationships with Complex 3D Objects

Use of meps to mode l objects and icons allows object
extensions in the derivation of spatial relationships to be
taken into account. However, in the presence of scenes with
complex object structures that encompass smaller objects (such
as bridges, arcs, L- or U-shaped buildings, etc.) ambiguous
descriptions are possible. An ex ampIe is provided in Fig. 6(a)
and (b), where, as the complex object is regarded as a whole,
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Fig. 6.

A full inclusion relationship between mep projections for the cases: (a) car under a bridge, and (b) car in front of a bridge.

a relationship of full inclusion between meps is detected in
both situations.
In order to avoid such ambiguities, we defined complex
objects as composed objects [27] in our retrieval systems,
and relationships in the imaged scene were evaluated with
reference to the meps of the component objects. Therefore,
the bridge in Fig. 6(a) is regarded as composed of a road on
two piers, and relationships are derived between the individuai
bridge components and the car.
Correspondingly, 3D composed icons have been introduced.
3D composed icons are special icons representing composed
objects. Similar to the objects that they represent, composed
icons are made up of simpler icons that individually represent a component object. They retain a description of their
structure in terms of spatial relationships between component icons and express more precisely relationships between

icons. In order to analyze relationships between composed
icons, as the system detects an intertwining relationship between icon meps, this is further developed by considering
the relationships with the meps of the individuai components.
V. A 3D ICONIC ENVIRONMENT FOR IMAGE RETRIEVAL

In the following, a 3D iconic environment for querying
a database of images of real-world scenes is presented. The
system is designed according to three basic principles:
• to introduce a description of real world images in the
database in terms of the 3D description of the scene that
they represent;
• to perform querying through a virtual scene that is defined
with a direct manipulation of 3D icons;
• to represent spatial relationships between objects both in
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n
Tree

Fig. 7,

The system user interface. From lef! to right, IES, FS, CI, DC, and LOS windows of the Dialogue_Interface, The Query_Window is in the
centrai part of the screen,

the originai and virtual scenes according to the representation language expounded previously.
Images and their descriptions are stored in an object-oriented
database [21]. leons used for the query specification are also
stored in the database, These represent categories of objects
(categoryjcons) or object instances (objecLicons). leons are
comprised of a graphical forro and a text body [28], the latter
specifying the attributes of the entity represented by the icono
Attributes of the c1asses associated with icons are the same
as those in the c1asses of the corresponding objects detected
in the images. leon c1asses are arranged into an inheritance
hierarchy. The inheritance hierarchy can be inspected for the
selection of icons during the query construction or for the
definition of new icon c1asses.
A. Interaction with the System

The visual interface of the system (see Fig. 7) is comprised of a DialogueJnterface, which supports the selection
of icons from the database and other facilities, as well as a
Query_Window, for the expression of the 3D query and the
visualization of the query results. To add realism to the user's
interaction, a manipulating glove was introduced to support
direct interaction with 3D icons (see Fig. 8). The glove used
provides no force feedback to the user. An audio feedback
is given when icons are grasped and when collisions between
icons are caused by the user in the virtual space. Human factors
are improved since the user interacts with the system through a
3D gesture and has the feeling of grasping and moving objects

as in the real world. The absence of physical constraints (such
as the box for some 3D mice) further enhances the normality
of operation.
When operations are made in the Query_Window, a 3D
cursor follows the movements of the operator's hand and
allows rotation, translation, and grasping operations. When
used in the Dialogue_Interface, the glove simply operates as a
2D pointing device and an arrow cursor is visualized. A visual
language supports interpretation of operations with the glove.

B. Operations in the Dialogue_ Interface
The Dialogue_Interface section is organized into several
distinct windows (se e Fig. 7):
• An IconicEntity-type.selection (IES) window (in the left
part of the screen) which inc1udes a list of available 3D
icons.
• Three Facilities.selection (FS) windows (in the lower part
of the screen), which support the user interaction with the
system. In particular, the user can change the point from
which the virtual scene is viewed (i.e., the orientation of
the virtual camera), by defining the appropriate rotations
of the scene along the three axes (the left window).
Zooming of the scene is supported in the middle window.
In the right window, the possibility of rotating the hand
in the virtual space is provided, which is a function that
is not directly supported by the glove.
• A Class-hierarchyJnspection (CI) window (in the lower
right part of the screen), where the user inspects the data-
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Interaction with the system using the manipulating glove.

base icon class hierarchy to search for the desired icono
leon class-hierarchy navigation is performed by pointing
at the hierarchy branch of interest and looking at the class
names that appear at the different levels. When the desired
level of representation is reached, the user can either
ask for available objecLicons (representing instances of
the selected category) or select the category jcon for the
definition of the visual query.
• A Database_Command (DC) window, in which two buttons are present for issuing commands to process the
query and to display the icon class hierarchy.
• A LogicOperation-.Selection (LOS) window (in the upper
right part of the screen), which includes icons of logical
operators AND, OR, XOR, and NOT to be used to define
complex visual queries.
C. Operations in the Query _Window

Queries on the pictorial database are expressed by example.
The user can put the selected icon in any pIace in the virtual
space to reconstruct the real scene represented in the images
to be extracted from the database. Spatial operators between
two icons such as Right, Behind, In_fronLof, Above ... are
naturally defined by the user, by locating the 3D icons at the
appropriate positions in the space. When the icon of interest is
selected, the text body of the corresponding class is presented
to the user for a possible specification of logical or numerical
constraints on the attribute values, in order to restrict the
query scope. An example of visual query is reported in Fig. 9,
where office images are searched, including a desk, a desk-top
computer, a person, and a picture, with their relative positions
derived with respect to a selected observer's viewpoint. Once
the position and orientation of the virtual camera are chosen,
spatial relationships between pairs of icons are evaluated

considering mep projections with reference to the Cartesian
coordinate system of the camera. The requested images are
presented on the screen after the query parsing. The result
of the query is shown in Fig. lO, where the image which
corresponds to the scene depicted has been retrieved. The user
can change his point of observation of the scene during the
query construction, using the point-of-view-change facility of
the system. It follows that the user can issue a query for an
image of the same scene from a different point of view by
simply using this facility and thus avoiding the rewriting of
the query. In Fig. 11, a different query is issued by rotating
the previous virtual scene. From the new viewpoint, mutuaI
relationships of icons have been changed and the query answer
(see Fig. 12) presents different images representing a perso n
seating at the desk.
The rotation of the originaI scene requires the automa tic
updating by the system of the spatial relationships according
to the new viewpoint. In this operation, the possibility of full
occlusion of icons must be taken into consideration in order to
avoid issuing a wrong query to the database. leons that are no
longer visible from the new viewpoint must not be considered
and the relationships with these icons must be updated in the
new scene. A full occlusion condition is detected between the
two icons p and q (i.e., q is occluded by p) if the following
relationships between mep projections are satisfied:

Opx=ollolol
Opy=ollolol
Opz =« I < 1<1
Od = any.
In this case, the occluded object is discarded from the object
list.

IOO!J
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Fig, 9,

Definition or a virtllal scene by placing sclcctcd icons in thc virtual space or the QuCf} _Window,

QUEHY

Fig, IO.

Results or thc qucry in Fig, 'J.

Boolean connectives can be used to form a more complex query from two separate queries, as shown in Fig, 13,
where the query of Fig. Il is ORed with a query for a
person. a desk. a pot of ftowers. and a picture as represented

in the smaller Query _Window, Results are shown in Fig,
14. Compie x queries can be further combined with normal
queries by logical operators to express even more complex
queries,
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A new query can be issued by simply changing the point of view of the scene previously defined (see Fig. 9).

Fig. 12.

Results of the query in Fig. 11.

VI. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The system was designed according to the object-oriented
paradigm. Operations are supported through several subsys-

tems:

• Screen, which supports visualization and interaction with
the user.

I(JO~

Fig. 13.
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Simple qucries can be combincd to form more complex queric, using logical opcrators. The qucrv in Fig. Il is ORed with the new query in
thl' smaller Qul'ry_Windo\\.

Fig. 14.

Results of the query of T'ig. 13

• Scanner and Parser, which cooperate in the translation of
the spatial relationships between objects into a symbolic
sentence.

• ObjecL Interface, which translates the symbolic sentence
into the database language .
• Database, which stores permanent objects.
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Class Tree
Inspection
Command

~

Screen Class

•

Scanner and Parser Classes

D

Database Interface Class

Fig. 15.

Flow diagram of the system operation.

These elements and their principles of operation are briefly
presented in the following. In Fig. 15, a flow diagram of the
system operation is sketched.
A. Screen

Screen is composed of a 2D windowing facility, a 3D virtual
world editor, and a multimodal interaction support (glove and
keyboard). Screen keeps a state which is the set of the positions
of the icons in the virtual space. State transitions occur when
messages are received from the Hand object (which is the
interface to the manipulating glove) or from the humaninterface objects (windows, buttons). In the Cursor_2D state,
cursor movements are allowed only in the Dialogue_Interface
part of the screen (e.g., for the navigation of the icon classhierarchy). In the Cursor 3D state, the cursor can only be
used to point to an icon to be selected, but icons cannot
be moved by the user. When the icon is selected, the state
Cursor _obj is entered, and the icon can be moved within the
virtual space. Positions of the icons are stored with reference to
the absolute Cartesian coordinate system of the graphic board.
Since the user can change his point of view, when the query
is completed, the final position and orientation of the virtual
camera are stored into a PoinLof_ View object, which is used in
order to determine the camera-relative positions of the icons.
The Obj3D_list object keeps the references to the icons in the
virtual space.
B. Scanner, Parser and ObjectJnterface

As each icon is placed or moved in the virtual space,

the scanner creates a set of Double-pos objects that capture
the relative positions of a pair of icons. When the query
is committed, the parser translates these relative positions
into the symbolic representation. Relationships are evaluated
with reference to the coordinate system of the virtual camera,
so as to take into account the observer's viewpoint and
obtain an observer-centered description of the scene. The
ObjecLlnterface subsystem translates the query (including
parsed spatial relationships, object constraints, and logical
expressions) into the database language (Object SQL). The
syntax of the query is briefly expounded in the Appendix with
an extended BNF notation.
C. Database

According to the database architecture, data are stored in the
form of objects rather than records or tables. For each stored
image, two basic objects are instantiated of the classes Image
and Imaged-scene. Image instances keep raw image data, while
Imaged-scene instances keep symbolic descriptions of the imaged scenes. Each Imaged_scene instance has a direct reference
to its corresponding Image instance and to a list of binary
spatial relationships between the objects of the originaI scene
(SpatiaL relationships instance). Binary relationships between
objects are of the types: Object-to-Object, Object-to-Subobject
or Subobject-to-Subobject. References are al so kept between
each Imaged_scene instance and Scene_object instances which
represent the objects detected in the scene. Imaged_scenes
and their Scene_object and SpatiaL.relationships instances are
clustered together on the disk so as to be retrieved in a
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single database operation, Matching is recognized if the scene
description issued is at least contained in that defined in the
Imaged_Scene and object attribute values are in the allowed
range, Since images are not yet read in memory when the query
is resolved, the pointer is initially set to the value inactive.
Only if matching is recognized is the Image instance activated.

(operator) ::= (numericoperator) (symbolicoperator)
(numericoperator) ::= = I =I- I > I < I >= I <=
(symbolicoperator) ::= eq I ne I gt Ilt I ge Ile
(value) ::= constant
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